The College has been conferred with the Educational Excellence Award by the Brands Academy, New Delhi, for the extra-ordinary achievements and growth of the College. The College has been selected as the Best Private Arts & Science College in Ahmednagar, Maharashtra. The award was given at an exclusive event held on 31st May, 2014 at Mumbai.

College with Potential for Excellence

The College received the status of College with Potential for Excellence from the UGC along with a supportive grant of Rs. One Crore during the last academic year. Various activities were carried out throughout the year and the status of ‘College with Potential for Excellence’ has been extended upto 2017 by the UGC, New Delhi.

Centralized Instrumentation Facility

University of Pune has decided to set up a Centralized Instrumentation Facility at Ahmednagar College for Ahmednagar District. In this context, sophisticated instruments will be installed in the College to a tune of Rs. 2.5 crore in phase I.
RESEARCH ACHIEVEMENTS

In the field of research the College has been doing exceedingly well as research plays a significant role in the academic arena of the college. More than 80% of the staff are actively involved in research activities in addition to their teaching work.

The following faculty members have received Minor Research Project Grants from BCUD and UGC.

Dr. Avinash I Vanjare - Zoology - 2,70,000/-
Dr. Ivan J Aranha - Zoology - 2,70,000/-
Dr. P G Kulkarni - Physics - 1,60,000/-
Prof. Suhail A Sayyed - Physics - 2,30,000/-
Dr. S R Bale - Botany - 2,55,000/-
Prof. S R Deshmukh - Chemistry - 2,70,000/-

**Total** - 14.5 lakhs

A number of teachers have research publications in reputed national and international journals and have also attended international and national level seminars/workshops etc. and presented papers therein.

RESEARCH PUBLICATIONS

The following members of the faculty have research publications to their name during the academic year:

Dr SB Iyyer, Dr VM Harpale, Dr. PB Shelke, Dr. PD More, Prof. SA Sayyed & Dr. SD Ralegankar from the Dept of Physics; Dr. PG Reddi, Dr. SR Thopate, Dr. AV Nagawade, Dr. RD Tak, and Dr. PJ Chhabda from the dept of Chemistry; Dr. BM Gaykar, Dr. AA Kulkarni, Dr. SR Bale, Dr. PY Lamrood & Dr. Sudhir S Suryavanshi from the Dept of Botany; Dr. Dilip Joshi, Dr. Balraj Khobragade & Dr. GS Pande, from the Dept of Zoology; Dr. Maya Unde, Prof. SA Borude & Prof. MS Jadhav from the Dept of Geography; Dr. DB More & Dr. RP Deshmukh from the Dept of Commerce; Dr. MH Shinde from the Dept of Economics; Dr. Raffia Shaikh, Dept of Urdu; Dr. Manda Wagh & Prof. SK Mohapatra from the dept of Sociology; Prof. SJ Kavade, Prof. SB Wadekar & Prof. WV Nadebe from the dept of Politics; and Dr. SG Bernabas & Dr. Kamalakar Bhat from the dept of English. In addition, Dr DS Wadkar, Dr CV Joshi, Dr AV Nagwade, Dr MH Shinde, Mr SA Borude, Dr RP Deshmukh, Dr RP Francis, Mr PL Pawar (Jr College) authored books related to their respective subjects.

STAFF ACHIEVEMENTS

Dr. Simon G. Bernabas has been appointed as a Vice-Principal of the College.

Dr. Parag P. Kadam has been appointed as a Vice-Principal of the College.

Dr. SB Iyyer has been appointed as a member of the committee to oversee the Central Instrumentation facility at Ahmednagar, Nashik and Baramati from April, 2013.

Prof. Anand Tripathi, Assistant Professor, department of Hindi received 2nd Prize in the elocution competition organized by Maharashtra Rashtra Sabha, Pune.

VISIT ABROAD

Dr. Dilip Joshi, Associate Professor, Department of Zoology was invited as a visiting scientist to deliver talks at Arizona and Texas Universities, USA during the winter of 2013.

NEW COURSES

Ahmednagar College has started the following courses from this academic year.

1. MSc. Mathematics
2. Research Centre in English

The College will be submitting a proposal for initiating two diploma courses in Retail Management and Software Development respectively under the scheme of Bachelor in Vocational Degree in April, 2014 to UGC, New Delhi. The UGC will provide 100% grants for the aforesaid scheme.

Recently the University of Pune appointed an Expert Committee to validate and scrutinize the API forms of the teachers who fulfill the norms for the eligibility of professorship. In this context, the proposals of Dr. Dilip Joshi, Dr. D S Wadkar, Dr. Maya Unde and Dr. V M Harpale were forwarded to the Expert Committee appointed by the University of Pune for validation and scrutinization formalities. Dr. Dilip Joshi, Associate Professor, Dept of Zoology, scored 839 marks and his marks were the best ever in the history of University of Pune.
I am happy to present the second issue of The Chronicle for the year 2013-14. A multi-faculty College that offers education from higher secondary certificate to research programs is decidedly a very complex organization. There are several cogs to such a machine all of which have to tick and in a coordinated manner. This requires most of all a competent channel of communication among the organs of the College. We at Ahmednagar College have periodically adopted various means of communication with all the stake holders which include face to face meetings, magazines and brochures. One of the instruments that has worked well in the past few years is the in-house bulletin, The Chronicle of Ahmednagar College. It is no wonder that The Chronicle is into its 10th year now.

Ahmednagar College is full of people and their activities throughout the year. Several of these do not come to every one's attention, though some of them are worth remembering. Through the medium of publications and bulletins, we can build a collective memory. But, I hope to expand on these and deploy the available technologies to build on a communication system that serves a large number of functions. I strongly believe that we can positively exploit such technology as social media to create channels of communication between and among students, faculty, alumni, employers and parents. It can surely enable greater synergy in the efforts put in by the various stake holders in college education.

Ahmednagar College has already taken up measures to digitize the resources. Digital communication is not only swift but also simple. Hence, I can imagine days when all of our communications have turned digital. Similarly, various processes of teaching and learning are now becoming digital in our College. Our students and our faculty are increasingly employing IT for the daily teaching leaning activities. This has enhanced their skills as also their competence in their chosen field.

We look forward to innovative projects in our College which will explore and exploit digital technologies to improve the core concern of teaching and learning.

God bless this great institution of ours.

Dr. R J Barnabas
COLLEGE ACTIVITIES

Annual Prize Distribution Ceremony
The Annual Prize Distribution function of the College was celebrated on 27th January, 2014. Shri Uttam Kamble, an eminent Journalist, an orator and Poet, who is the Editor Director of the Sakal Media group was the guest of Honour for the function.

125th Birth Anniversary of the Founder
The 125th Birth Anniversary of our beloved founder Late Dr. B P Hivale was celebrated as Founder’s Day on 22nd January, 2014. Dr. Rangnath Pathare, an eminent Marathi writer was the guest. To commemorate this special occasion a memorial was erected. It was unveiled by Dr. Sarala Barnabas in the presence of members of Board of Directors, the Principal and staff and students of the College. An exhibition on the life and work of Rev. Dr. B P Hivale was organised by the College Library.
Workshops and Exhibitions
The departments of Botany and Zoology organized a one day workshop on restructuring of M.Sc syllabus during the month of March and April 2014.

The department of Computer Science had arranged an Exhibition on 18th December, 2013.

The department of Biotechnology organized an exhibition on 16th January, 2014 in the College campus.

The department also organized ‘Management Week’ during the first week of February, 2014. Numerous activities were carried out during the said period.

Theater Group
The Theater group of the College participated in the Puroshottam Karandak, Pune held on 14th August 2013 at the Bharat Natya Mandir. They also performed two one–act plays at the district level Shahu Modak Karandak held on 24th August, 2013. Suraj Pawar received the award for best music. Nilesh Medhe received the best performer award. Sneha Patel and Pradip Walke received the best performer prize award respectively. The unit also participated in the youth festival organized by the University of Pune at Sangamner and also at BMCC College Pune.

Parents Meeting
The Junior Wing of the College organized a meeting of the parents to discuss issues related to the performance of the students. A number of parents attended the meeting in which both staff and parents exchanged ideas.
Avishkar 2013

At the behest of the University of Pune, the College had organized AVISHKAR 2013 (Zonal Level Research Project Competition) on 17th December, 2013. Overall 110 projects were displayed from various Colleges of Ahmednagar district out of which 13 projects of our College got selected for the University level participation. The BCUD had sanctioned an amount of Rs. 1 lakh for this activity. The participants selected for the University level competitions were given training for one day for which the BCUD had sanctioned an additional amount of Rs. 25000/.

IQAC National Seminar

A National Level Seminar on “Innovative Techniques in Teaching, Learning & Evaluation” was organized by the IQAC of the College on 10th and 11th February, 2014. It was sponsored by NAAC Bangalore. Dr. Pandit Vidyasagar, Vice Chancellor of SRTM University, Nanded, inaugurated the seminar and gave the Key Note address. The other resource persons at the seminar included Dr. M R Kurup, Secretary, V G Vaze College, Mumbai; Dr. N M Vechalekar, Associate Dean, Indian Institute of Cost and Management Studies, Pune; and Dr. Madhuchanda Bannerjee, St. Mira's College, Pune. The seminar was attended by staff and students of the college apart from teachers from other colleges.


**News from Departments**

**Psychology**
The department of Psychology organized a 10-day Open Course in Personality Development under the Credit System for the M.Ed students of Dr. Hedgewar Pratishthan's College of Education, Ahmednagar during the Diwali vacations. Dr. P.C. Bedarkar coordinated the Course.

**Resource Centre for Differently-abled**
The Resource Centre for Differently-abled, has enrolled this year regular as well as external students. The centre has been provided with computers and audio book facilities. Currently the centre has five computers and a well equipped lab. The Resource centre celebrated the 205th Anniversary of Louis Braille on 04th January 2014. The latest touch screen mobile phones were gifted to 35 visually challenged students by Dr. Nilesh Shelke, a well known Physician of Ahmednagar.

**Sociology**
Dr. Manda C. Wagh attended a one-day state level seminar on “Contemporary Sociological Theory” held at Shree Siddhi Vinayak Arts and Commerce Women's College, Pune on 10th January 2014. She attended the C.A.S. as an invited subject expert in Sociology held at Pemraj Sarda College, Ahmednagar on 18th February 2014. She delivered a series of lectures on “Women Empowerment” as a resource person at the NSS orientation courses organized during 14th October 2013 to 3rd March 2014 at NSS Training Institute, Ahmednagar College, Ahmednagar.

Mr. S. K. Mohapatra presented two research papers entitled “Dalits and Reservation: Developing a Dalit Perspective” and “Religion and Dalits: A Study of Self-Identification” at the 39th All India Sociological Conference held at Karnataka State Open University, Mysore during 27-29th December 2013. An essay competition on the topic “Effect of New Media (Internet & Mobiles) on Youth” was organized by the Department on 17th December 2013. The following students received the prizes:

2. Ms. Sonam Fulari F.YBSc.

The following three MA students secured the first three positions in their batch:
Mudasir Ahmed with 1088 marks (68%)
P.C. Vanhupul with 1079 marks (67.44%)
Hetile Seb with 1000 marks (62.5%)
Popat Gunjal – a TYBA Sociology student-received the Smt. Bhamini C. Wagh Prize as the TYBA Sociology Topper in 2013.

**Zoology**

**Faculty achievements:**
Dr. Balraj Khobragade attended a refresher course in E-Governance and E-Learning organised by the UGC-Academic Staff College, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada University, Aurangabad, from 04 to 27
September, 2013.
Dr. Gajanan Pande participated in the “Science academies' refresher course on biology of infectious diseases” held at Haffkine Institute, Mumbai during 22/09/2013 to 06/10/2013. Dr. Ivan Aranha attended a refresher course in Life Science held at UGC Academic Staff College, University of Mysore, Mysore from 25 January to 14th February 2014. He also attended a 21 day-workshop on “Taxonomy of Insects and Mites” from 6 to 26 November 2013 at GKV, UAS, Bangalore. He attended a National conference at University of Mysore, Mysore. He participated in a National Seminar on “Innovations in Science and Technology for Inclusive Development” at BAMU, Aurangabad from 25-26 March 2014.

Departmental Activities- Seminars and talks
The Department of Zoology celebrated Zoology Day on 8th March 2014. A workshop entitled “Taxonomy of freshwater Invertebrates” was organised by the Department. Along with the workshop a “Science Models demonstration” by FYBSc Zoology students was also held.
A workshop on M.Sc II credit based syllabus restructuring was organised at the department of Zoology, Ahmednagar College on 7th April 2014. The workshop was sponsored by the BCUD, University of Pune and Ahmednagar College,

Ahmednagar.
A seminar entitled “Entomology: Past, present and future” was organised by the department of Zoology on 4th March 2013. The seminar was sponsored by the BCUD, University of Pune.
A visit by eminent Scientist Professor Reginald Victor, SKU, Oman followed by interaction with B.Sc and M.Sc students was organised by the Department of Zoology on 28th January 2014. He delivered a talk entitled “Crying wolf - the role of precautionary science in environmental decision making in developing countries”

Departmental Activities- Tours and student achievements
A study tour for M.Sc II Zoology students was organised to Munnar, Kerala from 27th Feb-7th March 2014 which was led by Dr. M. Arif.
A study tour for SYBSc students was organised to Goa and
Mahabaleshwar from 4th-8th February 2014. The students were led by Prof. D.G Bhalsing and Dr. Balraj Khabragade. A study tour for FYBSc students to Pune and Khadkwasla Dam was organised by the Department in March 2014. The tour was led by Dr. G. Pande, Dr. I. Aranha, Dr. A. Vanjare and Prof. M. Bhosale.

Mr. Tanmay Thakare a student of TYBSc Zoology got 3rd prize in Eloction competition held by English Department, Ahmednagar College.

Mr. Wasim student of TYBSc (2011) cleared CSIR-NET 2013 examination.

Miss. Sonali Bansode received the “Tarabai Karandikar award” for securing 1st rank in M.Sc Zoology-Entomology (April 2012).

**COMMERCE**

Dr. V.D. Barve, Head of the Department, felicitated Dr. A.T. Sanap, faculty member of Pemraj Sarda College, on behalf of Ahmednagar College and the Department for being appointed as the head of MFUCTO on Wednesday, 23rd October, 2013. Commerce department felicitated Dr. N R Somvanshi on being appointed the Vice-Principal of the College.

Prof. Anand Raikwad attended a one-day University level workshop on “Revision of syllabus in Accountancy” organized by the Department of Commerce of Tuljiram Chaturchand College, Baramati in association with University of Pune on Saturday, 19th October, 2013. Prof. Shabnam Gurung completed her Orientation Course from Academic Staff College, University of Pune in the month of August, 2013.

A guest lecture was organized for under-graduate and post graduate students on the 29th of November, 2013. The guest speaker was Mr. Nilesh Vaikar, Director, Shri Pooja International Agency. He introduced the work-field of travel and tourism to the students. He gave a brief idea of a 6-months professional course initiated by him in this field.

A student centric activity series called “COMFEST” was launched by the Department of commerce this year which covered various competitions and games like extempore speech, mehandi, rangoli, painting, drama, cricket and so on. “COMFEST” concluded with a cultural programme on 29th January 2014.

**Mathematics**

The department conducted the national level Madhava Mathematics Competition, organized by Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education, T. I. F. R., Mumbai. 1385 students from 19 different colleges of Ahmednagar district participated in the competition which was held on 5th Jan. 2014. Two of our students, Miss. Khurjekar Nikita Pramod of TYBSc and Mr. Aware Balasaheb Parasram of SYBSc stood first in this Competition for Ahmednagar region.

The Department organized a Mathematics Exhibition on 21st Feb. 2014. The Chief Guest for the exhibition was Professor P.M. Avhad, Chairman of BOS in Mathematics, University of Pune. Principal Dr. R. J. Barnabas together with Professor Dr. P. M. Avhad inaugurated the Exhibition.
Best Cadet from Senior Division of NCC. This is the second consecutive year a cadet from Ahmednagar College is receiving this award from the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India. SUO Pushpendra Singh was selected for Youth Exchange Programme held at Kazakhstan. 12 cadets from all over India were selected for the same and he was the only cadet from Maharashtra. JOU Sandip Kumar Rathi was selected for the All India Thal Sainik Camp held at New Delhi in the month of October, 2013. Cadet Prem Kolapkar, Cadet Lijo Joseph and Cadet Shivani Parakhe were selected for Republic Day camp, New Delhi in the year 2014. Cadet Prem Kolapkar and Cadet Shivani Parakhe were selected for youth exchange programme for 2014-15. Ex-Cadet SUO Prinekumar Rathod adjudged with Director General NCC’s commandation card. He is the only cadet of the college as well as battalion who received this card.

NSS

A seven day special camp of NSS unit of Ahmednagar College was organized at Chichondi (Shiral) Tal. Pathardi from 07-12-2013 to 14-12-2013. This year 125 student volunteers from different faculties participated in the camp. The inaugural function of this camp was held on 8th December. The Camp was inaugurated by

NCC

NCC Cadet Mr. Prem Kolapkar a student of FYBA received a Gold Medal under the category of ‘Best Cadet Competition’ during the Republic Day Camp 2014 and became All India

Around 300 students from various Schools and Colleges of Ahmednagar visited the exhibition along with their teachers. The objective of the exhibition was to enable the students to realize that Mathematics is an exciting and challenging subject. In this year we had exhibited projects on Recreational Mathematics. The exhibition was highly appreciated by students, their parents and teachers. The Department organized a popular talk on Mathematics for M.Sc. students on Saturday, 8th March 2014. The talk was given by Professor M. Prakash on “How to Teach Mathematics and Need of Best Mathematics Teachers in the Society”.

for M.Sc. students on Saturday, 8th March 2014. The talk was given by Professor M. Prakash on “How to Teach Mathematics and Need of Best Mathematics Teachers in the Society”.
Dr. Parag P. Kadam, Vice Principal and Dr. D.B. More. Our volunteers dug for the plantation of around 145 trees. They undertook cleaning at places like Aanand Marg, Hanuman road, Aanand Rushi temple area, Kala katta, Brahmin galli, gadhi area, Jain galli, Mahanubhav galli. They prepared a 75 meter road etc. A survey of 85 houses was undertaken by our girl students. A series of lectures were arranged for the villagers as well as for our students on topics like disaster management, personality development & bio-diversity etc. Our students carried out cultural programs on different topics like anti-dowry, corruption, cleanliness, hygiene, save water & anti-alcoholism etc. Prof. Madhav Jadhav prepared the G.I.S. map for the village. Principal Dr. R. J. Barnabas, Vice Principal Dr. Somvanshi and Prof. Razzak visited the camp and addressed the students with some useful guidance. In this camp a blood donation programme in collaboration with Ashtvinayak Blood bank was organized on the last day, in which 40 of our volunteers donated blood. Valedictory function was held on the last day in which Vice Principal Dr. Simon Bernabas and Registrar Mr. A.Y. Balid were among the guests for this programme.

**Geography**


Dr. Maya Unde has published a research paper entitled, “Remote sensing and its Application” in the proceedings volume of State level workshop on Recent trends in practical Geography, held at New Arts, Commerce and Science College, Shevgaon, Dist. Ahmednagar, pp. 27-29, in December 2013.

Dr. Maya Unde delivered a lecture on “Basic Remote Sensing” in a two-day State level workshop at New Arts, Commerce and Science College, Shevgaon held on 27th and 28th Dec. 2013.

Dr. Maya Unde organized the Twelfth Satellite Based Distance Learning Programme On MICROWAVE (SAR) REMOTE SENSING FOR NATURAL RESOURCES, sponsored by EDUSAT, Indian Institute of Remote Sensing, Dehradun, from 3rd February to 29th March, 2014.

**Hindi**

Fifteen students of the department were selected for Kendriya Hindi Nideshalaya’s (New Delhi) Navlekhak Shivir, held at Gauhati, Assam from 22.5.14 to 29.5.14. The students of the department have published a magazine titled “Yaadein” (यादें). A national seminar on “Hindi ki Vartman Sahityik Patrikao ka Yogdaan” was organized by the dept. on 21st and 22nd February 2014. A Hindi One Act Play Competition was organized by the Maharashtra Rashtrabhasha Sabha, Pune, in which our students won the first Prize and Vijay Sable got the first Prize in Bahunpatry Abhinay.

Dr. Richa Sharma delivered a lecture on ‘Media, Cinema and Hindi’ at the Hindi Sahitya Sammelan Prayag Adhiveshan held in Mumbai on 29th March 2014. Mr. Ashok Ghorpade presented a research paper on ‘Laghukathao me sanchetana patrika ka yogdan’ in the national seminar organized by the College. He also attended a national seminar organized by the Dept of Hindi, University of Pune on 5th and 6th March 2014. He delivered a lecture on the occasion of ‘Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Jayati Samaroh’ at Nimblak, Ahmednagar (14/4/14). Mr. Anand Tripathi presented a research paper on ‘Hans Hindi Sahityik Patrika ka kahani me Yogdan’ in the national seminar organized by our College. His programme ‘Safarnama’ was broadcasted.
English, SNDT Women's University, Mumbai. The second day was dedicated to language teaching techniques and it was conducted by Dr. Javed Khan from the Department of English of Sardar Patel University, Vallabh Vidyanagar. On the third day, the focus was on the use of ICT in language and literature teaching and the expert was Dr. Dilip Barad from the University of Bhavnagar.

Five meritorious students of the department were felicitated by Principal Dr. R J Barnabas on 27th March 2014 for their outstanding performance in NCC and at national level competitions. This included SUO Pushpendra Singh, who as part of the international youth exchange program of the NCC visited Kazakhstan in 2013; SUO Prem Kolapkar, who won the All India Best Cadet award during this year's RDC at New Delhi; Ms. Minmay Gune and Ms. Parveen

Karikar who won the third and a consolation prize, respectively, at the national level essay writing competition organized by Hindu College, Haryana; and Ms. Nimisha Bandel who won the first prize at the national level paper reading competition held at M. S. University, Baroda.

The department also organized two workshops on “Philosophical Sources of Literary Theories” and “Representations of the Marginalized in Literature” in the month of September and October, 2013.

Dr. Simon Bernabas presented a paper at an international seminar held at Malabar Christian College, Calicut. He attended a three-day national conference on Interfaith Dialogue organized by AIACHE, New Delhi. A research paper by him was published in a journal brought out by English Language Teachers' Interactive Forum. Dr. K Swarnakanth was a resource person at a state level workshop on 'Sift Skills and Personality Development' organized by SRTM University, Nanded. He presented a paper at a national seminar organized by the IQAC of our College in February 2014. Dr. Kamalakar Bhat was a resource person at a UGC national seminar organized by M S University, Baroda in February 2014. A paper he presented at a National seminar organized by NV Patel College of Pure Science, Vallabh Vidyanagar, won the Best Paper Award. He was invited to chair two technical sessions at the fourth ELT National Conference on Reading.
Skills organised by ELTIS, Symbiosis International University, Pune.
Mrs. Shringar Tiwari presented a paper at the two-day national seminar organized by the department of Hindi of our college. Mrs. Ashita Bandellu has published a book which is a translation from Marathi of the autobiography of the artist Ms. Anuradha Thakur. Mr. Ashok Borude attended a refresher course held at Central University of Hyderabad in January 2014. Dr. Parag Athawale presented a paper at a national seminar organized by the sub-campus of BAMU in March 2014. He also published an article in an international journal, *Literary Endeavour* (vol. 5, issue 1, 2014).

**Ruthbai Hivale Elocution Competition**
The Junior Wing of the College organized the Ruthbai Hivale Elocution Competition on 11th October, 2013. Ahmednagar College got the first prize.

**Women’s Cell**
The Women's Cell organized several co-curricular and extra-curricular programmes this year for the girls of our College. Women’s Day was celebrated on 8th March 2014. The chief guest on the occasion was Brig. Ali Adil Mahmood.

**Women’s Empowerment Week**
The department of Computer Science organized Women’s Empowerment Week from 3rd to 8th February 2014. The programme was initiated to send a message against the injustice and harassment faced by women of our country. The department organized street plays at various places of the city. The programme was greatly appreciated by the people of Ahmednagar.

**Statistics**
A University level Quiz competition in the subject of Statistics was organized for F.Y. and S.Y. B.Sc. Statistics students. Four of the S.Y.B.Sc. students of our College were selected for the second round of quiz, which was held at Garware college Pune.
A guest lecture was organized for the S.Y. and T.Y. B.Sc. Statistics students on 8-3-2014. The speaker was Miss Amrin Shaikh, Analyst in an American company, ACWEN, Pune. The topic was “Opportunities in different fields of Statistics”.
Our staff member Prof. Yogesh R. Yewale completed a week long orientation course in NSS.
Mrs. Yeola Malati C. attended a National conference on “Recent trends in Pure and Applied Mathematics” held at N.E.S Science College, Nanded in the month of Jan-2014. Two of T.Y.B.Sc. Statistics students Mr. Dhadge Ram and Mr. Umbarkar Mahesh have appeared for IIT JAM (Joint Admission to M.Sc.) and both of them qualified.
Founder’s Day
Women’s Empowerment Week
STUDENTS’ ACHIEVEMENTS

Ms. Sonali Bansod received Smt. Tarabai Karandikar Prize (4500/-) from the University of Pune for securing the highest marks in Zoology.

Six students from Under Graduate science faculty participated in the 6th Science Conclave / Inspire programme held at the Indian Institute of Information Technology, Allahabad from 8th to 14th December, 2013. The objective of this conclave was to facilitate interaction between students, teachers and researchers and Nobel Laureates and to inspire and motivate them towards a career in Basic Sciences.

13 students from the department of Computer Science were selected in the campus interview conducted by Wipro Technologies on 10th March, 2014. The selected students will do their MS from BITS Pilani / VIT Vellore and will get stipend too. After the completion of their 4 year course they will continue their employment with WIPRO Ltd.

Five students from the Computer science department got selected in Softenger India Pvt. Ltd., Pune through the placement organized by computer science department.

Ms. Nikita Khurjekar student of TY.B.Sc and Mr. Balasaheb Aware student of SY.B.Sc stood first in the Madhava Mathematics competition 2014 organized by the Homi Bhabha Centre for Science Education, TIFR, Mumbai.

Two students from M.Sc I presented a project at science exhibition held at GMRT Khodad, Narayangaon on National Science Day, 28th February and 1st March 2013 and received 4th prize in the event.

Mr. Pradeep Walke, student of F.Y.B.A. was selected as the best actor at the ‘Youth Festival’ (INDRADHANUSHYA) organized by University of Pune.

Mr. B S Sinam, a student of Dr. D S Joshi has been awarded Ph.D in August, 2013 and is currently pursuing his Postdoctoral Research at Haifa University in Israel.

Ms. Nimisha Bandellu, a student of MA English, won the first prize in the national level paper reading competition organized by the department of English, MS University, Baroda.

Mr. Krishna Tawale secured third prize of Rs. 1000/- in the 06th All Maharashtra Lady Taherunnissa Inter Collegiate Trilingual Elocution Competition held in Pune on 15th February, 2014.

In sports, many of our College students brought laurels to the College as they were selected to represent the Pune University in various sports.

STAR National Skill Development Corporation

Training Centre
Recently, a Memorandum of Understanding has been signed between Ahmednagar College & Alpha Educare, Anagar to start a Training Centre funded by the National Skill Development Corporation (NSDC) under Ministry of Finance, Govt of India for implementation of the National Skill Certification & Monitoring Reward Scheme (Star Scheme). This programme aims to provide banking industry relevant skills to the students.
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